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1. The main purpose of the passage is to 

 a. explain the difference between llamas and sheepdogs  

b. inform the reader about a nontraditional use of llamas 

c. persuade the reader of the benefits of raising llamas 

d. describe the physical characteristics of a llama 

e. describe a typical day in the life of a llama 

3. The meaning of barren (line 3) is 

a. lush 

b. productive 

c. boring  

d. arid 

e. fertile 

5. Unique (line 4) most nearly means (^singular 

b. friendly 

c. aggressive 

d. commonplace 

e. docile 

7. Resume (line 11) is best defined as 

a. story 

b. experience 

c.job history 

d. regime change 

e. qualifications 

 

 

 

2. From paragraphs 1 and 2 (lines 1-33), you can infer 
that a llama's usual work is 

a. to climb mountains 

b. to maintain hiking trails 

c. to carry golf bags 

d. to protect sheep 

e. to carry heavy burdens 

4. From lines 34-36, you know that paragraph 3 contains 
several 

a. reasons 

b. contrasts 

c. comparisons 

d. descriptions 

e. explanations 

6. The meaning of vicious (line 49) is 

 a. hungry 

b. savage 

c. dangerous 

d. rabid 

e. natural 

8. The author refers to an Iowa study (lines 58-64) in 
order to support the preceding sentence with 

a. an explanation 

b. a theory 

c. a description  

d. a statistic 

e. an anecdote 
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9. Customary (line 15) most nearly means 

a. legal  

b. traditional 

c. untraditional 

d. reliable 

e. eccentric 

11. Trivial (line 23) is best defined as  

a. trifling 

b. entertaining 

c. important 

d. profitable 

e. exceptional 

10. The tone of this passage is 

a. ironic 

b. frivolous 

c. informal 

d. biased 

e. philosophical 

12. With which generalization would the author likely 
agree? 

a. Sheepdogs are the best protectors of sheep. 

b. Llamas protect sheep more effectively than 

sheepdogs. 

c. Coyotes are part of a natural plan and need no 

intervention. 

d. Coyotes are an endangered species and should be 
protected. 

e. Government efforts to destroy coyotes have proved 

useless. 

 

 

 

Two-Word Completions 

 Select the pair of words that best completes the meaning of each of the following sentences. 

1. Running our country is full of all kinds of hidden __and traps for the unwary. For that reason, no 
president, no matter how alert or cautious, ever leaves office entirely __by the experience. 

a. regimes . . . lubricated  c. orations . . . animated 

b. firebrands . . . poised   d. hazards . . . unscathed 

2. Though crabmeat is the__ingredient in the classic recipe for a New Orleans fish stew, it isn't always in 
season. Accordingly, professional chefs often replace it with whatever shellfish is___at the time, without 
any noticeable damage to the dish. 

a. humdrum . . . adjacent  c. customary . . . available 
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b. unique . . . indispensable  d. upright. . . transparent 

 

 

3. The speaker showed complete____ to the record heat and heavy downpour. He was___however, 
when hecklers interrupted his speech for the fourth time.  

a. recompense . . . indispensable  c. constituent. . . posed 

b. indifference . . . indignant   d. oration . . . literate 

4. Winds fanned the flames, and the fire on the upper floors of the factory quickly spread to_buildings. 
Though firefighters worked valiantly to __its progress, the blaze soon engulfed the entire block. 

a. available . . . goad   c. miscellaneous . . . animate 

b. upright. . . germinate   d. adjacent. . . hinder 

5. At one point in last night's hockey game, home-team fans became so angry with the referee that they 
began to ____ him with refuse. Programs, paper cups, and even a dead fish __through the air and 
landed at his feet. 

a. pelt. . . hurtled   c. indulge . . . loomed 

b. disrupt. . . droned d  d. singe . . . trickled 

6. When I was very young, I truly__ a life of excitement, adventure, and danger. But now that I'm a good 
deal older, I'm perfectly content with my rather__ existence. 

a. brooded about. . . interminable  c. alighted on . . . trivial 

b. hankered for. . . humdrum  d. indulged in . . . peevish 

7. When the new__took office, its first order of business was to pacify the country by arranging a-with 
the rebel forces that had been waging all-out war against the previous administration. 

a. dynasty . . . plague   c. firebrand . . . resume 

b. drone . . . homicide   d. regime . . . truce 
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Idioms 

In the passage "The Times of Zheng He" (see pages 12-13), the writer describes political unrest in fourteenth-century 
China by using the expression "a change was in the wind." 

"A change in the wind" is an idiom that means a transformation of some kind will take place soon. An idiom is a 

figure of speech or an informal expression that is not meant literally. You learn idioms by hearing them used in daily 
conversation. Idioms can be fun to use in conversations, but because they are informal, use them sparingly in writing. 

Choosing the Right Idiom 

Read each sentence. Use context clues to figure out the meaning of each idiom in boldface print. Then write the 
letter of the definition for the idiom in the sentence. 

1. You know that Katie will raise a stink if she thinks she's been treated 
unfairly______ 

2. After an hour of his scrubbing and polishing, the bathroom is as clean as a 
whistle. _______ 

3. The mayor signed a bill pledging to have all city buildings go green within the 

next two years. ______ 

4. Because of obesity's bad health effects, I've vowed to quit cold turkey on 

chocolate and other sweets. ________ 

a. earn money; make a living 

b. report misconduct or bad 
behavior 

c. spotless 

d. stop talking 

e. immediately and completely stop 

a bad habit 

 
5. After you graduate, what do you plan to do to bring home the bacon? _____ 

6. Whatever you do, don't upset the applecart by telling Elena that you're 
quitting. _______ 

7. Of all the dogs in the rescue shelter, only one, a black Scottish terrier, caught 
my eye. _______ 

8. Marcus, who often speaks up without thinking, definitely needs to learn to 
button his lip____ 

9. Marianela has been patient, but the next time you skip practice, she's going to 
blow the whistle on you._____ 

10. I forgot that the party was a surprise, so I let the cat out of the bag when I 

asked Austin if he was going to attend it___ 

f. complain in a forceful way; make 
something into a big issue 

g. spoil someone's plans; cause 
trouble 

h. attracted my attention 

i. revealed something that's 
supposed to be secret 

j. take steps to reduce pollution 

and save energy 
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Expressing the Connotation 

Read each sentence. Select the word in parentheses that better expresses the connotation (positive, negative, or 
neutral) given at the beginning of the sentence. 
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positive 1. For her birthday, Emma received a(n) (unusual, unique) necklace that her Aunt Mara had beaded. 

negative 2. The tennis player was (indignant, surprised) when he heard the judge's call. 

neutral 3. After the principal's (oration, speech), some students had questions, but there was no time to answer 
them. 

positive 4. After we gave our dog Molly a bath, her golden fur had a beautiful (shine, luster). 

negative 5. Thoughts of what might happen in the future often (plagued, troubled) her. 

neutral 6. I did not mean to (insinuate, suggest) that your friend is untrustworthy. 

negative 7. Because of the years-long drought, the land was (barren, dry) 

positive 8. Her presentation was a success because she was so (calm, poised) during her speech about energy 
conservation. 

Classical Roots 

The Latin root pens appears in indispensable (page 25). That word's original meaning was "not able to 
be set aside or done away with," but now the word has come to mean pend, pens—to hang, "essential 
or necessary." Some other words based on the weigh, to pay, to set same root are listed below. 

aside   dependent  dispense  expenditure  perpendicular 

dispensary  expendable  pension  suspense 

From the list of words above, choose the one that corresponds to each of the brief definitions below. Write the word in 
the blank space in the illustrative sentence below the definition. Use a dictionary if necessary. 

1. a fixed amount paid to retired employees or their families 

At age 65, he will receive a small_____________from his company. 

2. replaceable, nonessential 

It is difficult for some employees to realize that they are________________ and can be let go at any time. 

3. a place where medicines are made or given out ("place from which things are weighed out") 

The nurse obtained the medicine she needed in the hospital ________________ 

4. relying on another for help or support; determined or conditioned by something else; a person who is supported by 
another 

A lion cub is___________ on its mother for nourishment. 

5. the amount of money spent; spending, using up ("paying out") 

Worrying is a needless________________  of energy. 
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6. at right angles; exactly upright, vertical 

The wall is ________________ to the floor 

7. to give out, distribute 

It is a judge's duty to________________ _justice with an even hand. 

8. the state of being uncertain or undecided; anxiety, nervous uncertainty 

The audience was kept in________________ until the  winner of the singingcontest was announced. 

 


